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WHAT IS AS22O?
AS220 is a non-profit community arts organization in
downtown Providence, Rhode Island. We provide all Rhode
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Island artists affordable access to galleries, performance
venues, educational opportunities, residential spaces, and work
studios. Exhibitions and performances of original work are
unjuried, uncensored and all ages. AS220 envisions a just world
where all people can realize their full creative potential.
AS220’s three buildings offer access to five rotating gallery
spaces; a performance stage; a black box theater; a print shop;
a darkroom and media arts lab; a fabrication and electronics
lab; a dance studio; a youth program focusing on young people
under state care and in the Rhode Island juvenile detention
facility; 47 affordable residential spaces and 7 work studios for
artists; and a restaurant and bar.
AS220 cultivates a creative community that continues to
have a transformative impact on the city of Providence. We
are dedicated to supporting artists and enhancing cultural
opportunities for all the people of Rhode Island.

Demonstrating Impact
Every year, AS220 publishes a report to share its achievements
over the last year. We feel the true impact of our work is best
demonstrated through the voices and stories of those who
contribute to our community. We hope you enjoy reading how
AS220 has helped change their lives!

Thank You
Heartfelt thanks to the creative and dedicated staff that make
the realization of AS220’s mission possible. And to the many
individuals, foundations, partners and businesses that invest in
AS220: we are very grateful for your ongoing support.
Front: Cherry Pit performing at AS220. back: the quahogs performing at AS220. photos by james lastowski.

AS220 Leadership Team

⁕

L - R: Ruth Harvey, Director of Development; Anjel Newmann, Director of Programs;
Shauna Duffy, Executive Director; Marina Balko, Director of Operations.

It’s been nearly a year since AS220 made the transition from a
co-directorship to a new four-person Leadership Team. Our focus
since then has been successfully completing our $5 million ‘All
Access: Building AS220’s Future’ campaign and the renovations
to our Empire Street complex, and laying the foundation for our
upcoming strategic planning process.
When we launched the ‘All Access’ campaign, we weren’t fully
aware of how the theme of access would resonate beyond the
accessibility improvements we planned to make to Empire St.
Since then, our understanding of what it means to be accessible
has deepened through dialogue with community members and
accessibility advocates. From steps like making sure that type on
promotional materials is readable, to putting racial and gender
justice at the heart of strategic planning, AS220 continues to strive
towards our vision for a just world where all people can realize their
full creative potential. This work is urgent, and we thank everyone
who has embraced this vision and continues working with us to
make it a reality.
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Julissa Polanco
Julissa is the Grant Advisor and Youth Program Manager for the
Governor’s Workforce Board’s “Real Skills for Youth Rhode Island”
program and an AS220 Youth alum.
“My first experience of being surrounded by women of color
empowering other women of color outside of my home was
when AS220 Youth’s mentoring group for young women, ‘Broad
Street Sisters’, existed. It taught me self-advocacy and self-love;

⁕ a lot of adults still struggle with.

I learned that I could be myself without judgement, something
I was part of a community that

became family, and it was a safe space for me to just be. It was
also where I navigated the world of applying for college while in
high school, wrote my college essay, strengthened my resume
skills, and had support from staff. Now, as grant advisor for youth
summer employment programs across the city, including AS220
Youth, I’m able to contribute to my hometown in a different way,
providing opportunities for young people to grow, thrive, and
create experiences that will shape their futures.”
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Keri King
Keri is an artist working in illustration, public art, storytelling and
theater. She’s also an educator and AS220 resident.
“It’s hard to make it all work as an artist. You can clock 40-60
hours every week at your creative job and put countless more
into making your art, and still find you’re not earning enough to
stand on your own two feet. A few years ago, I was running myself
ragged trying to keep up with rent hikes on an artist/educator
wage and feeling demoralized when a friend suggested I apply
to live at AS220. When I moved in, my life was flooded with fresh,
uplifting energy. With a stable and affordable live/work space,
I had the capacity to step out into the unknown in my practice.
Hours I once spent doubling down on my side hustle, I started
investing in outreach and research, learning new technologies in
AS220 Industries. I started spending time with my extraordinary
neighbors. As a result, I’ve grown as an artist, tackling larger
public art installations and branching out into theater design. Most
importantly, living in a community whose values resonate with my
own has afforded me peace and a sense of place.”
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Kah Yangni

Sully is the owner/operator of Providence Wrestle Party, which
takes over AS220’s Black Box the first Sunday of every month.

“I have been coming to the Printshop and Media Arts Lab
on and off for years, but started coming more regularly
screenprinting. Things have taken off for me and I have grown
a lot through the mentorship and community I’ve found at the
shop. I come to the shop to share the screenprinting process
with curious friends, to develop my original work, to complete
poster gigs, to do illustration and design work in the computer
lab, to print things to sell at markets, and to do printing work
for others. On a service level, I started out sorting ink and paper,
but have come to run orientations because I really love showing
people this space and teaching people how to print. The
printshop has really changed my life and has been a critical part
of seeing myself as a working artist and growing my skills.”
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Sully Banger

Kah is a screenprinter, muralist, musician and Industries member.

since November 2017 after deciding I really wanted to learn

Ashley Vox and DL Hurst from Providence Wrestle Party battling it out in the ring.

“AS220 has been an incredible outlet for Providence Wrestle
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Party. Every month we put together an amazing outsider artstyle wrestling show with 20+ performers, a live band, and
lighting and sound cues. We’ve grown from a one-off art
experiment to a monthly promotion with storylines, exclusive
characters, and loyal fans (many of whom were unaware of the
joys of wrestling prior). We continue to grow, any crazy ideas we
have are nurtured to fulfillment by the staff at AS220, and the
venue itself could not be more perfect. We all owe a huge debt
of gratitude to AS220 for making this a reality, and for helping
us achieve every goal we’ve set. We thank everyone there for
giving us a platform to perform our own style of art.”
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Orlando Hernandez

Danielle Davidson

Orlando is a tap dancer and writer.

Danielle is a dancer, choreographer and educator.

“AS220 has been an important home base for me as a dancer

“AS220 has consistently been a fantastic platform for

and performer since moving to Rhode Island in 2014. This year,

collaboration for me. I’ve met many artists, activists and

Danielle and I helped to coordinate AS220’s annual dance

creatives here. I’ve been inspired to make, produce and organize

festival in exchange for hours of weekly rehearsal time in

events at AS220 because of the unjuried, uncensored, and

the dance studio. This time and space were invaluable as we

inclusive nature of the environment. AS220 truly serves as a

developed a new piece, “Arch”, which we premiered at the

central hub for art performance and art-making in Providence;

festival and went on to present in Boston and Provincetown.

there really isn’t any other space like it anywhere! It’s been

It’s rare to have as much rehearsal time as we did, and it

invaluable for my artistic and creative practice, and I wouldn’t

⁕ allowed our collaboration to unfold organically and slowly.

I have beautiful somatic memories of working in the dance

have been able to grow and flourish into the artist/human I am
today without AS220’s familial and open hearted vibes.”

studio at different times of day in late winter and early spring,
looking out over downtown Providence.”
Photo by James Lastowski
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Kris Fame
Kris is a DJ, music producer and educator, and is a Live Arts Community
Curator, regularly programming hip hop at the Main Stage.

Sam White (center) with his children Abe (left) and Winnie (right)
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Sam White
Sam White is a Providence-based artist specializing in murals,
illustration, and experiential art. He created an original art piece for
the newly renovated AS220 Food & Drink in April 2019.

“In 2001 I was a freshman at The Met High School. AS220/HIP
HOP220 was my first internship; DJ Tek & Kareem Caine were

“To feel the rumbling of art inside, is, for me, to feel like a mutant

my mentors. I was with them every Tuesday and Thursday

or alien. To actually go out there and attempt to make a career

on Broad Street learning about hip hop. I utilized my art and

out of art is to risk financial ruin and howling shame. But in

production skills to work with my peers and helped Kareem

Providence, there is actually a viable path to a career in art. This

prepare for open mic nights at AS220. That’s where I gained

path is travelable because ours is a city that not only welcomes

experience in throwing showcases. Today I have a brand called

but dignifies the creative act. Unjuried, uncensored, all ages: this

“3rd Shift” and I throw my own showcases at AS220’s Main

community was created and survives because of AS220. More

Stage. We host “The Duel of the Beats” and it’s one of the

than any other organization or institution, I feel AS220 has set

dopest experiences! Always a great vibe and it only gets better

the tone for what it means to be a working artist in the city. I

each year. There’s so many talented people in Providence and

would not be up on a ladder painting – I would not be out there

⁕ you’ll definitely find them at AS220.

I love and appreciate

AS220 for still embracing me after all these years - it’ll always be
home.”

as an artist – were it not for the spirit of inclusion and community
AS220 has created in Providence.”
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GET INVOLVED!

FY2019
Operating
Income
(unaudited)

Check out an exhibition at AS220’s Galleries
as220.org/galleries
Take an affordable workshop at AS220 Industries
industries.as220.org
Check out what’s happening in AS220’s Youth studio
youth.as220.org
Experience a performance at AS220’s Main Stage
as220.org/mainstage
Watch some cutting edge theatre at AS220’s Black Box
as220.org/livearts

10% Fundraising & Events

$

265,545

17% Foundations & Corporations

$

454,843

13% Governmental Support

$

351,475

28% Live/Work & Other Rental Income

$

749,057

15% AS220 Food & Drink

$

381,866

5% Workshops & Educational Programs

$

143,166

4% Sales of Artwork and Merchandise

$

111,491

7% Performances & Other Earned Income

$

174,921

TOTAL INCOME

Take a dance or fitness class in AS220’s Dance Studio
as220.org/dance

FY2019
Operating
expenses
(unaudited)

Live or work in AS220’s affordable Live/Work Studios
as220.org/livework-studios
Grab a drink and a bite to eat at AS220 Food & Drink
as220.org/foodanddrink
Take a tour of AS220 with Practice//Practice staff
practicepractice.as220.org
SUPPORT AS220 by making a donation!

as220.org/support

$ 2,632,364

22% Live/Work & Related Costs

$

574,798

15% AS220 Food & Drink

$

406,457

18% Youth

$

483,384

13% Industries

$

354,651

18% Gallery & Live Arts

$

475,955

$

155,095

$

207,171

6% Other Programming
8% Administration & Development
TOTAL EXPENSES
DEFICIT

$ 2,657,511
$

(25,147)

FY19

IMPACT BY
THE NUMBERS

57 art exhibits
58 artists living & working at AS220
64 artists teaching in AS220 programs
228 active members in the AS220 Industries
450 youth served by AS220 Youth
480 live performance events
1,976 classes and workshops
6,180 artists served
46,000 people participating!*
* Numbers impacted by construction in the Empire Street complex 2018-2019

become a

$5

fan

JOIN THE
MOVEMENT!
Your support of just $5 a month (or more) is
crucial to sustaining an organization that has
a profound impact on the city of Providence.
As a way of saying “THANK YOU” for your
recurring monthly donation, you’ll get a
limited edition AS220 enamel pin designed by
AS220 Youth alum and Rhode Island School
of Design graduate Gaby Mollinedo!

sign up at as220.org/fan
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